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DISCUSSIONS. 

ON FACTS AND OPINIONS. 

Mr. Paul Shorey calls Plato's Logic1 
" a perverse book in support of a fantas 

* 
tical theory ... a tissue of fallacious reasoning wrought on the frame of an im 

" 
possible method ... a series of fallacies resting on misapprehensions of the fair 

" 
meaning of the text and context of his author." This is very plain language and I 

could have no objection to it, had my critic stated the above as his personal subjec 
tive opinion. But in truly American fashion he insists on his views as "a fact" 

and calls his subjective condemnation a "statement of facts"-believes that he has 

proved it "by citation and indisputable fact." In view of this, it becomes the 

author's duty to warn the readers of The Monist that they should not rely on such 

"facts." A fact is what can be proved to the satisfaction at least of a majority of 

competent judges. Now let us consider the following true facts which are in con 

tradiction with Mr. Shorey's statements : 

1. Mr. J. Adam, known by his investigations on Plato, says in the Mi?id for 

July : . ' 
There can be no question that Mr. Lutoslawski has rendered a great ser 

" 
vice to Platonic scholarship. Of his industry, zeal, and enthusiasm, it would be 

" 
impossible to speak too highly ; and his acquaintance with the literature of his 

' ' 
subject is probably unique. His book is one of the most suggestive and stimulat 

ing works on Plato which the present generation has seen." 

2. Monsieur Henri Weil, one of the most eminent Greek scholars in France, 
writes in the Journal des Savants for February, after a discussion on a point of 

disagreement : 4 ' 
Notre dissentiment porte sur une question qui a son importance, 

" 
mait qu'on peut r soudre autrement que M. Lutoslawski tout en reconnaissant la 

grande valeur d'un ouvrage, fruit d'un puissant effort de synth se et qui marque 
"une date dans les tudes platoniciennes." 

3. Prof. Th. Gomperz, author of Die Griechischen Denker, acknowledged to 

be the most competent scholar of Plato in Austria, said in the meeting of April 
20th of the Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien : ' ' 

Lutoslawski hat 
" keine neuen sprachlichen Untersuchungen angestellt, wohl aber die Resultate der 
" 

vorhandenen, deren Urheber zumeist von einander nichts wussten, in so gut als 
' ' 
vollst ndiger Weise mit einem staunenswerthen Aufgebot an M he und Sorgfalt, 

. . und mit einer nicht zu berbietenden Literaturkenntniss zusammengefasst und 

1 See the review of Mr. Lutoslawski's work by Professor Shorey in The Monist for July, 1898 
p. 621. 
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"mittelst einer eigenartigen, von ihm Stilometrie genannten Methode zu bearbeiten 
'* und zu verwerthen sich bestrebt." 

4. Prof. Felice Tocco, the most competent authority on Plato in Italy, says in 

No. i of Atene e Roma: "Quest opera importante, che per la ricca bibliograf a 

"vince tutte le altre, e per la novit di alcuni risultati da tutte si dilunga, merita 
4 4 senza dubbio alcuno un atiento esame, principalmente da pa parte di chi non sia 
4 4 affatto d'accordo con l'autore. Il quale da parecchi anni attende a questo lavore, 
"e le opere di Platone ha con grande studio frugate e rifrugate. ..." 

5. Professor Susemihl, well known in Germany for these forty years by his 

publications on Plato, though he dissents from the author on many points, writes 

in the Wochenschrift f r klassische Philologie, No. 26 : 44 Er hat mit kolossalem 
4 4 Fleiss die ganze einschlagende Literatur durchmustert und mit gutem Urtheil der 
44 Kritik unterzogen . . . hoffentlich erscheint ja von demselben bald eine deutsche 
44 
Bearbeitung und sie wird lebhafte Discussionen hervorrufen." 

6. Prof. H. Struve, of Warsaw University, the most competent authority on 

Greek philosophy in Poland, writes in Biblioteka Warsazvska : 
4 4 Nie wahamy sie twierdzic ze 4 4 We do not hesitate to affirm that 

"dzielo to na dlugie czasy zajmie jedno 
44 

this work will occupy for a long time 
4 ' z pierwszorzednych miejsc w dziejach 

4 4 one of the first places in the history of 
4 4 
Platonizmu. 

4 4 
Platonic philosophy. 

" 

The above facts might easily be multiplied and they are here given only as 

samples of opinions of competent scholars on Plato's Logic in England, France, 

Germany, Italy, Austria, and Poland. These samples are taken at random from 

many dozens of reviews of Plato's Logic, and they are sufficient to prove that Mr. 

P. Shorey's opinions are not 44facts"-because if they were, I could not have de 

ceived six among the most competent critics in six different countries. 

Besides, there is in Mr. P. Shorey's article one strange mistake for which no 

possible reason could be found in my work. He speaks of the 
4 4 
short time 

" 
I have 

taken to study Plato. Readers of Platonic literature know that my first book on 

Plato was published ten years ago and must therefore have been written earlier. 

It is an inevitable consequence of the limitations of human nature that students 

of any subject cannot be brought to agree on all points, and no sober critic expects 
from an author who produces a new method of investigation and new results the 

irrefutable proof of all his opinions. I have repeatedly insisted throughout my 
work on the necessity of further investigations and I have nowhere claimed to have 

given a final solution of all difficulties implied in the problem of the interpretation 
of Plato. But Mr. Shorey misquotes me and misunderstands me on purpose, only 
to justify the French quotation with which he began his slaughter-business. I 

shall limit my answer to his objections to a single point only, to show his method. 

In the last four chapters of my work, pages 363-525, I have quoted over fifty pas 

sages to support my view that for Plato in his later stage 
44 ideas exist in reason." 

Mr. Shorey selects one quotation at random which admits another interpretation 
and makes the reader believe that my interpretation is meant as a 44 

translation 
" 

! 

My quotations of Plato's text are always given only as evidence on which I have 

based my views about Plato, and there is scarcely any attempt in the whole work 

to translate the given texts which I suppose are intelligible to my readers without 

help. 
Similar in method are the other observations of Mr. Shorey. As he seems to? 

like French, I may conclude : les hommes que vous tuez se portent tr s bien. 

LOMZA, POLAND. W. LUTOSLAWSKI. 
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